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HAPA to City and CSUEB-Hayward: Shape Up! 
The City of Hayward is suing for a writ of mandate to compel CSUEB-Hayward to pay for city 

services needed if the university builds its Master Plan. The City is seeking, we believe, more funds for 

intersection widening and for fire protection.   

HAPA objects to the unwillingness by the CSU and the City of Hayward to study Transportation 

Demand Management (TDM), particularly rapid bus access, e.g., the BeeLine Bus. It seems likely a 

strong TDM program would obviate the need for the Harder Parking Structure or wider intersections.  

The CSU's Problem: conflicting policies on access. One policy supports alternative transportation: 

“The CSU will encourage and promote the use of alternative transportation and/or alternative fuels to 

reduce GHG emissions related to university associated transportation, including commuter and 

business travel.” The other policy is the Hayward Campus Master Plan with five parking structures, no 

specific TDM, and a weak TDM goal. These policies are in conflict. The CSU has not studied either 

the BeeLine Bus or parking structures.  

The City's problem: no data. The City has never retained a consultant to answer the right questions 

about the potential for TDM, including the BeeLine Bus, to prevent intersections from going to LOS F. 

Expanding intersections increases traffic, pollution, and greenhouse gases. 

We believe the parties are likely to rely on computer modeling to justify widening intersections 

without considering the range of error in such calculations. They are unlikely to study how much TDM 

can reduce traffic flows and the need to expand intersections. They are unlikely to discuss how 

increasing road capacity contributes to more traffic, global warming, pollution, and other problems. 

    The research has to have a dual elasticity analysis, include all stages, and consider student travel 

time budgets. Other requirements are in the attached PowerPoint. Conventional analyses by traffic 

consultants so far, including Nelson Nygaard, are inadequate. The CSU and the City should study the 

BeeLine Bus or something as well researched and effective. 

A few years ago, the campus tried to build a parking structure, which was blocked by HAPA's 

litigation on the Master Plan. The campus now has the authority under the Master Plan to build five 

such structures. Even one of these structures can easily cost tens of millions of dollars, which could 

instead be invested in TDM. We believe that the parties should study the potential for funds that could 

go into a parking structure or into intersections to be invested instead in TDM. 

The City and CSUEB-Hayward need to settle their differences. They are not serving their citizens 

and students well. This problem started in 2008 with the Master Plan and ten years on is at a stalemate.  

It is important for the CSU and its educational function to proceed with, and not delay, the Master 

Plan, particularly its sustainability policies, Pioneer Way, and student housing. These valuable policies 

have been long delayed already.  
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News from Friends of San Lorenzo Creek 
There's a lot of watershed news. FSLC (Friends of San Lorenzo Creek) continues to advocate for 

protection and enhancement of, and access or trails within, sections of the San Lorenzo Creek 

watershed. The news articles below summarize what's happening and what is needed related to 

planning and development of Route 238 parcel groups in Castro Valley and Hayward. For more 

information contact Bruce King, BruceKing8@gmail.com, 510-209-1410. 

AC Bike and Pedestrian Master Plan Update: Alameda County (AC) Public Works Agency 

(PWA) has been presenting and getting public input on a draft AC Bike and Pedestrian Master Plan for 

unincorporated areas to replace the current 2012 plan. Figures in the draft plan primarily focus on bike-

ped improvements related to roadways, while proposed bike-ped trails such as the San Lorenzo Creek 

Trail and Hayward Foothill Trail are not shown. FSLC believes that inclusion of sufficient route maps 

and information for these two trails is necessary to ensure that planning and development for these 

trails can proceed over time. Establishing and maintaining trail rights-of-way on the Route 238 

properties in Castro Valley between Grove Way and A Street (which include pristine sections of San 

Lorenzo Creek) is a current and urgent need. Sales, planning, and/or proposed development on Route 

238 parcel groups is very active. FSLC recommends making comments on the AC Bike and Pedestrian 

Master Plan, recommending that routes and information for San Lorenzo Creek Trail and Hayward 

Foothill Trail be included in the plan. Send comments to Paul Keener (PaulK@acpwa.org)- 

Route 238 Properties, Creeks, and Trails: Sales, planning, and/or proposed development on 

Route 238 parcel groups between Grove Way in Castro Valley to Industrial Boulevard in Hayward is 

very active. These parcel groups include or border many named (San Lorenzo, Ward, and Zeile) and 

unnamed creeks, and include rights-of-way needed for the San Lorenzo Creek Trail and Hayward 

Foothill Trail. FSLC recently developed a 30-page "Information and Needs Report" to begin scoping 

and determining creek and trail needs related to parcel group planning and development, with maps. 

The following bullets provide highlights of some parcel groups assessed to date: 

• Castro Valley Parcel Group on San Lorenzo Creek: Purchase of a large parcel group in Castro 

Valley on San Lorenzo Creek (roughly between A Street and the Japanese Gardens/Morrison 

Theater) is currently being considered. Development here needs to include Water Course 

Protection Ordinance (WPO) creek setbacks, a significant section of the San Lorenzo Creek/ 

Hayward Foothill Trails, and a Caltrans-created conservation easement. FSLC recommends that 

the AC agencies, HARD, and any developer work together to accomplish the setbacks and trail. 

• Hayward Parcel Groups on San Lorenzo Creek: 

4th and B Streets Parcel Group: A developer's November 2017 proposed plan for this parcel 

group includes higher-density houses and a section of the Hayward Foothill Trail. The backs of 

proposed houses are mostly set ~20 feet from the creek top-of-bank and a wood fence for each 

house is shown at the creek top-of-bank. This plan is not consistent with the WPO's requirement 

for no development (e.g., fences) within the creek setback. This configuration would encourage 

home owners to "use/develop their backyards" within the setback. The developer is reportedly now 

working on an environmental review of the proposed plan. FSLC is planning to submit and 

recommends comments to the City regarding needed setbacks and development. 

Rockaway Lane Parcel Group: A developer has reportedly purchased this parcel group that 

includes an existing apartment complex. The developer has reportedly not submitted any plans to 

the City of Hayward. FSLC recommends that the City require setbacks consistent with the WPO. 

mailto:BruceKing8@gmail.com
tel:%28510%29%20209-1410
mailto:PaulK@acpwa.org
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• Route 238 Properties Master Development Plan: The City of Hayward has a purchase and sale 

agreement with Caltrans to assume responsibility for ten Route 238 parcel groups that lie between 

Grove Way in Castro Valley and Industrial Boulevard. Five of the parcel groups include or border 

creeks. Eight parcel groups will start and complete a master development planning process in 2018, 

led by the City and its consultant. Parcel group 8 (approx. between Grove Way and Carlos Bee 

Park) is of special concern because a majority portion is in Castro Valley and contains the proposed 

route for the Hayward Foothill Trail. Unincorporated Castro Valley does not have an ordinance or 

plan that details the northern-most section of the Trail on unincorporated Castro Valley land. FSLC 

recommends that people get involved in the master development planning process when it starts. 

Trail Planning in HARD Areas: The City of Hayward Planning Department and California State 

University East Bay (CSUEB) professors led an effort with students in 2017 to assemble a broad range 

of community and map information (e.g., public rights-of-way) in a GIS format for all City and 

unincorporated areas covered by the Hayward Area Recreation and Park District (HARD). The 

students also wrote a ~50-page study of the San Lorenzo Creek corridor and assessed trail 

opportunities. This information will be used so that better, strategic pedestrian and bike trail planning 

can proceed. HARD is also working separately on an update to its master plan. 

Hayward Lincoln Landing Development and Creek Trail: In 2017, Dollinger Properties started 

demolition and construction at the old Mervyn's headquarters site on San Lorenzo Creek. A 475 

apartment-unit, mixed-use development is being built that includes a ~0.25-mile "creek walk..." which 

is a pedestrian-bike trail and public gathering area at the edge of the main Creek channel. This trail 

concept, which utilizes the existing Flood Control maintenance access road, has been around for 10+ 

years. FSLC and others advocated for creek access as part of this project... and City of Hayward, 

developer, Flood Control, HARD, and others worked together to make it happen. Unfortunately, 

modification of the flow and channel in this section was not practically feasible, and riparian area 

improvements were not included in the project. Public access along the creek throughout the urbanized 

watershed is limited, so this near-future creek access and trail is a big accomplishment.  

Caltrans San Lorenzo Creek Restoration-Enhancement 2016 Project: At the end of 2016, 

Caltrans substantially completed an environmental mitigation project on Caltrans parcels to enhance/ 

restore a section of San Lorenzo Creek between A Street and the HARD Douglas Morrison Theater. 

This project removed non-natives/invasives, planted natives, and reportedly will result in a long-term 

conservation easement in the creek and bank areas. Caltrans is now conducting the required monitoring 

and maintenance of the restored areas and plants for several years. 

Mission-and-Hampton Project in Cherryland: FSLC does not have updates on this project. In 

2017, general conceptual plans for this proposed mixed-use project were developed, but these plans did 

not include how it enhances and enables the nearer and longer-term public access to the channelized 

San Lorenzo Creek bordering this project. The developer is working with Alameda County Planning 

and the Community Development Agency. 

Hayward Airport and Sulphur Creek: FSLC does not have updates on this project. In 2015, 

FSLC reviewed the January 2015 Draft Environmental Assessment for the Hayward Executive Airport 

Runway Safety Enhancement Project. The assessment evaluated the impacts of under-grounding a 

section of Sulphur Creek that flows under the airport runways and some side channels along the 

runways. FSLC recommended: a) Exploring stated options to cover the creek with open grates near the 

runways; and b) If the creek was to be under-grounded, mitigation funds should be used within the San 

Lorenzo Creek watershed to daylight and restore another section of creek. City of Hayward's final 

plans and mitigation actions need to be monitored. 

Note: The above items are typically complex events or issues that FSLC has attempted to 

summarize for simplicity. Credit is often due to many people and agencies 
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Pensions: Making a Sustainable Impact 
by Hayward Councilperson Sara Lamnin 

Many cities have been struggling with the rising cost of healthcare and pensions for their 

employees. “[B]enefit pension plans play a vital role in attracting and retaining quality public 

employees.”1 Cities face annual increases that range from 3% to 10% or higher. Hayward is not 

immune to these increases. Unfortunately, multiple past decisions at the state, CalPERS, and local 

level have left pension and healthcare plans with significant funding gaps. Currently, CalPERS’ 

primary approaches to stabilization, while important, have the consequence of requiring public 

employers to pay more into the system. CalPERS is also working to streamline their system to reduce 

administrative and medical insurance costs.  

The City and its employees have made great strides in closing our budget gap – reducing our 

projected deficit by 33% and moving the City closer to long-term sustainability. At the same time, over 

the next three fiscal years the City’s revenue is projected to grow 1.4%, but the cost for just our 

pension obligations is going up 30.5%.2 In Hayward, public employees have already stepped up to help 

pay for these costs. These efforts have helped but have not decreased the overall bill to a sustainable 

level, so there is still more work to be done. 

When I was elected in 2014, I committed myself to understanding the cause of these high 

expenses and to joining collaborative efforts underway to address these issues. I continue my 

commitment to supporting solutions for public compensation systems programs that are fair to 

taxpayers and employees, and that provide long-term financial stability.  

As such, I sought an appointment to the League of California Cities3 policy committee that 

focuses on issues like pension reform and healthcare costs. Within a short period of serving on the 

Governance, Transparency, and Labor Relations Policy Committee, I became Committee Chair and 

will serve in that role until autumn 2018. I was also invited to join and was the sole elected official in 

the League of Cities’ Pension Task Force. To address some of the issues around healthcare costs, I 

participated in a working group that created a Health Benefits Marketplace, which gives cities 

responsible healthcare options. In these roles, I co-authored policy statements to serve as a guide to 

these efforts and have become a catalyst to engage other elected officials and labor leaders. Some of 

these statements4 include fundamental values such as: 

• All stakeholders - taxpayers, employees, government officials, and pension and healthcare 

entities - must be included in conversations to create meaningful reform. 

• Cities must have more tools to decrease these costs.  

• Accountability and transparency on all sides are vital to productive solutions. 

Sustainable reform will require multifaceted approaches since the contributing factors include 

policy decisions, investment strategies, and circumstantial impacts, to name a few. Advocacy efforts 

for more solutions are underway at our State Capitol and at the CalPERS Board Meetings. I have 

                                                 

1 http://www.cacities.org/Resources-Documents/Policy-Advocacy-Section/Hot-Issues/Retirement-System-
Sustainability/Retirement-System-Sustainability-Fact-Sheet-FINAL.aspx  
2 Fiscal year 2018 City Budget documents. Fiscal projections can be found on page 27. http://ow.ly/rXAu30j6tVT 
3 The League of California Cities is an association of California city officials who work together to enhance their 

knowledge and skills, exchange information, and combine resources so that they may influence policy decisions that affect 

cities. https://www.cacities.org/Top/About-Us  
4 http://www.cacities.org/Resources-Documents/Policy-Advocacy-Section/Hot-Issues/Retirement-System-

Sustainability/Pension-Sustainability-Principles_As-Adoped-by-LOC.aspx  

http://www.cacities.org/Resources-Documents/Policy-Advocacy-Section/Hot-Issues/Retirement-System-Sustainability/Retirement-System-Sustainability-Fact-Sheet-FINAL.aspx
http://www.cacities.org/Resources-Documents/Policy-Advocacy-Section/Hot-Issues/Retirement-System-Sustainability/Retirement-System-Sustainability-Fact-Sheet-FINAL.aspx
https://www.cacities.org/Top/About-Us
http://www.cacities.org/Resources-Documents/Policy-Advocacy-Section/Hot-Issues/Retirement-System-Sustainability/Pension-Sustainability-Principles_As-Adoped-by-LOC.aspx
http://www.cacities.org/Resources-Documents/Policy-Advocacy-Section/Hot-Issues/Retirement-System-Sustainability/Pension-Sustainability-Principles_As-Adoped-by-LOC.aspx
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attended several meetings, personally testified multiple times at CalPERS Board Meetings, and talked 

with local legislators. I am committed to this work and invite all interested parties to join me in these 

efforts. Feel free to contact me at sara.lamnin@hayward-ca.gov 

To learn more about the League of California Cities efforts and for more information about the 

issue, please visit: http://www.cacities.org/pensions 

As a related resource, I also recommend "An American Sickness" by Elisabeth Rosenthal as an 

interesting and useful read regarding healthcare costs generally.  

Projects on HAPA’s To-Do List 
Histories 

History of the rise and fall of the Route 238 Bypass in Hayward: Mike Stuchlik and I have 

finished the main work and Stephanie Fay, a long-time editor for the UofC Press, is going to be editing 

it shortly. Dick Orsi, author of the Sunset Limited, a great history of the Southern Pacific, has 

volunteered to take a look at it once it’s edited.  

Mike and I are now working on a history of open space in Hayward focusing on Walpert Ridge. 

He has done a huge amount of work. I will be spending time on it over the next month.  

I am making these histories my top priority. Remaining histories: Parking structures vs. rapid 

shuttles to Cal State EB-Hayward, downtown Hayward post-loop, Old Highlands Homeowners 

Association, and A Nice Little Path. 

Academic Articles 
Working with Emilio Grande and others, I have been writing academic articles over the last 2-3 

years. We have had two articles published, one on walkable neighborhood systems:  

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/grow.12185. The other article is about how high density 

greatly increases non-auto modes: https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13504509.2017.1321052. 

We have had accepted an article on the neighborhoods of San Francisco and statistics on their density, 

non-auto modes, vehicle miles traveled, Walk Score, and eating places. We have submitted a similar 

article on Boston and are waiting to hear from the journal. We recently submitted a long article on 

statistics on travel time for various purposes, comparing suburbia with dense walkable neighborhoods, 

which also includes statistics on density, auto ownership, non-auto modes, and travel time for frequent 

trip purposes. I have some additional ideas but am going to hold off for awhile on the article work.  

Bayview Village 
Any rational person would have given up a long time ago on promoting this absolutely wonderful 

idea for developing a sustainable community near Cal State Hayward. It remains one of my top 

priorities. The City has a deal with Caltrans to purchase 10 big properties and has made significant 

progress in doing so. Two properties are about to be purchased by Lyon Homes, a housing developer 

in South Hayward, who will pay the City and the City then pays Caltrans. The City is negotiating a 

third parcel group between Mission Blvd. and Tennyson with the developer of an adjacent property. 

Two large open space properties, from Tennyson to Calhoun and from Calhoun to Harder Road, have 

published requests for proposals with a deadline for developers to apply of May 4. The City’s 

consultants are developing RFPs for the remaining five parcel groups, the last of which is the Quarry. 

My immediate goal is to draft an RFP that would test developer interest in the Bayview Village 

proposal.   

mailto:sara.lamnin@hayward-ca.gov
http://www.cacities.org/pensions
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/grow.12185
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13504509.2017.1321052
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Parking Structures vs. the BeeLine Rapid Bus for CSUEB-Hayward  
I recently updated the PowerPoint to send to the CSU system: [attached] This PowerPoint was 

attached to a strongly worded email along the lines of the first article of this newsletter. I hope to have 

time to send an occasional email to the CSU system, particularly the access planning staff in the 

Chancellor’s Office in Long Beach, about how they should implement the access policy they claim to 

have.  

Downtown Hayward 
I have written so much at such length and worked so hard with so many other people trying to 

have some influence on Maple-Main, Lincoln Landing, the Downtown Vision Plan, and the Loop and 

have had absolutely no success. I am retreating from any serious effort to help downtown. I do hope to 

work with Fran David, retired City Manager, who has some interest in these issues and is working with 

the Hayward Chamber of Commerce, letting her take the lead.  

 

Sherman Lewis, President 

Hayward Area Planning Association,       510-538-3692 

2787 Hillcrest Ave., Hayward CA 94542     sherman@csuhayward.us 
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